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ABSTRACT 

During the 1988-89 Tevatron Collider run the CDF 
detector has collected data for an integrated luminos- 
ity of 4.4 pb-I. The sample has been used to eearcb 
for the top quark in several topologies. Preliminary re- 
suits show that a top masa below 89 GeV ie excluded 
at the 95% confidence level, thus extending the limit 
of 77 GeV previously published by CDF. 

1 Introduction 

The Standard Model includes three lepton and three 
quark doublets 118 confirmed by recent measurements 
at SLC and LEP, which find [l] the number of neu- 
trinca to be 3.1 f 0.1. Apart from a lack of direct 
observation of the v,, the top quark is the last missing 
block of the model. Experiments at Hadron Colliders 
have reported lower rnase limits (95% C.L.) of 60 and 
66 GeV at CEFlN (UAl [2] and UA2 (31 collaborations 
respectively) and of 77 GeV at Fermiiab by the CDF 
collaboration [4]. Recent fits to the Standard Model 
parameters, including radiative corrections to the W 
and Z mass, provide an upper limit of mc < 200 GeV 
[jl. 
2 Top Signature 

Top production at a hadron collider can take place 
through the electroweak process pp + W - t6 or the 
bard scattering process pp - ti. For the first process 
to occur the top maa has to be below the W maas. 
Figure 1 shows the total cross sections for the two 
proeessea (61 at & = 0.63 and 1.8 Te’f. At the Ten- 
tron Collider the top production rate through the elec- 
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Figure 1: Top pair production cross section versus top 
mavs [6-S]. The bands represent the uncertainty due 
to p scale and range in As. The W - t6 crces section 
is also included. Both Tevatron and CERN energies 
are shown. 

troweak process is always lower than that from hard 
scattering, therefore it is not considered here. The 
hard scattering cross sections of Figure 1 are obtained 
by combining the higher order calculations of Nason et 
al [7], with the structure functions of Diemoz et al.[8], 
using the method of Altarelli et al. [9]. Uncertainties 
due to choice of Q* scale and A~cr, are shown by the 
bands. 

The t - Wb decay of the top via the weak charged 
current into a bottom quark and a virtual (real for 
m,, > mw + m,) W , provides the signatures to be 
exploited for a top search. In the naive parton model 
the relative rates for the different top decay modes are 

tl- 66 +4 jets (44.2%) - - 
+ b6 +2 jets + e + Y 3(14.8%) 
- bb +C,v, + lzuz 
- 66 +&Y, +&I> 

3( 2.5%) e, # Cz 
3(1.25%) !, = f2 



The most copious channel is given by the multijet 
decay mode. but it suffers from severe backgrounds 

calorimeters are steel-scintillator sampling c&rime. 

since the QCD multijet production is several orders of 
ters. The rest of the calorimeters, plug and forward re. 

magnitude larger. A much cleaner signature consists 
gions down to ~~4.2. consist of many layers of hl\VPC 

ofhigh F’r leptons in the event. Leptonsfrom top have 
sandwiched with lead for the EM compartment and 

large transverse momenta due to the large mass of the 
steel for the HAD compartment. Their segmentation is 

top and tend to be isolated, because of the large trans. 
of 5’ by 0.1 units of rapidity. Finally, outside the cen- 

verse momentum to the top line of Right. The number 
tral calorimeters. are four layers of streamer chambers 

of jets in the event is determined by the kinematics 
for muon identification in the region /q) <0.65. For 

and depends on the top mass. i.e., the b jet can have 
this analysis the muon coverage has been extended to 

very low momentum and be hardly detected eweciallv 
I+12 by using CTC tracks that appear as minimum 
ionizing and that are isolated in the calorimeters~ . . 

for top masses close to mw, where there is a change 
from three-body to two-body kinematics. 

Backgrounds to leptonic decays of top come from 
other physics processes and from lepton misidentifica 
tion. Assuming that misindentification is reduced by 
proper requirement on the data (see later), there re- 
main the physics backgrounds to take into account. 
The Drell-Yan process, W, 2 production and b6 pair 
production are sources of high PT leptons. These pr- 
cesses have to be understood in order to assess their 
conrribution to the signals. For the lepton+jets final 
state the major background corne8 from b6 and W+jeta 
production. For the dilepton channels it comes from 
b6 production and Drell-Yan: for ep from Z” - rt, 
for the ee and ~JI final states the Z mass region has to 
be removed altogether. 

The CDF trigger system has two levels of hardware 
triggers followed by a software (Level-3) trigger that 
utilizes a farm of processors running offline-like algo- 
rithrns. Two of the many triggers are u.sed for this 
analysis, a. the central “inclusive electron” trigger 
with PT > 12 GeV/c and b. the central “inclusive 
muon” trigger with a 9 GeV/c 9 threshold 

3 The CDF detector 

The CDF detector [lo] is a solenoidal detector with 
tracking and calorimetry covering almost the full solid 
angle, and with muon coverage over the central and 
forward region. \Ve describe here briefly the parts rel- 
evant to this analysis. 

~. Charged particle tracking is provided by the Vertex 
Time Projection Chamber (VTPC) and the Central 
Tracking Chamber (CTC). The VTPC is located just 
outside the beam pipe extending to a pseudorapity 7 
= 3.25. Outside the VTPC is a large drift chamber 
(CTC) that extends to q ~1.2 and to a radius of 1.38 
m. Both tracking chambers are inside a 1.41 Tsolenoid 
which is 5 m. long. The CTC momentum resolution 
is S(q)/& = .0017P~ where PT is in GeV/c. 

The calorimetry used for the electron and muon 
analyses consists of the central electromagnetic 
(CEhi), the central hadron(CHA) and the wall hadron 
(WHA) calorimeters. These calorimeters are 8eg- 
mented in a projective geometry consisting of towers 
of 15’ in azimuth by 0.1 unit of rapidity. The CEM 
is a lead-scintiilator sampling calorimeter with a sin- 
gle layer strip chamber (CES) with cathode and wire 
readout, located at shower maximum. The hadron 

The identification of electrons in the central region 
uses information from the tracking chambers, the cen- 
tral calorimeters and the strip chambers (CES). The 
electron/pion separation has been studied in the test 
beam and verified with data taken at the collider [ll] 
usingan unbiased sample of electrons. The efficiency 
was obtained from a Z- e+e- and a W sample ob- 
tained from the missing ET trigger, it was found to be 
mJ f 31%. \’ 

hluon identification uses calorimeters, muon cham- 
bers as well ra tracking chamber (CTC) information. 
hlatching cuts in +d are applied to the CTC track 
and the track segment found in the muon chambers. 
The calorimeter response in the tower where the muon 
track points to, must be consistent with minimum ion- 
izing with the additional requirement of isolation for 
the region beyond the muon chambers coverage. The 
efficiency for the p selection was evaluated by using B 
sample of Z events and found to be (96 i 3)%. 

4 Searches in the leptonfjets channels 

These channels have the largest branching ratios, 
but also have large backgrounds from b6 and W+jets 
events. 

The inclusive electron spectrum measured by CDF 
is shown in Figure 2. The hadronic background is esti- 
mated to be (15 i 15)%. hlost electrons from photon 
conversion have been removed, the remaining contri- 
bution to the background is estimated to be (12 & 7)%. 
Top candidates are obtained by requiring an electron 
and two or more jets in the event. To remove bottom 
and W+jets background the following cuts are applied: 
a. I!?+ > 20 GeV in the Ir)/ < 1. region; b. missing 
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Figure 2: The inclusive electron spectrum for both 
the 7 and the 12 Gel/ triggers. The lower set of points 
represents the spectrum obtained after W and 2 sub- 
traction. 

ET >20 GeV where the energy was added in the 171 < 
3.6 region; c. two or more jets with uncorrected en- 
ergy EF’ > 10 GeV. After these selection criteria 104 
events remain. The transverse mass distribution M.f 
for these events is shown in Figure 3. A top signal 
would appear as a deviation from the distribution ex- 
petted for W production. The requirement of 2 2 jets 
reduces the W+jets rate considerably, retaining only 
the high Pr JV’s. From these data CDF published an 
upper limit m, > 7i GeV [4]. 

For m, > mrv + ma the transverse mass study 
method is no longer valid as top events become in- 
distinguishable from W events. The second \V decays 
into two jets, but a IV peak in the two jet mass is 
difficult to detect because of large \V+jets production 
as seen in Figure 4. AL this time, this is due to lack 
of statistics more then to jet resolution. For mr = 90 
GeV the expected number of events is 20, with a sig- 
nal/background ratio of about I/2. In this mass region 
it is not possible to improve the s/b ratio by requiring 
more jets. Infact, close to the real W threshold, the 
kinematics is such that the b jets are very soft and are 
not measurable. Very few of the 104 events have more 
than two jets. 

To extend the sensititivity to higher top mass, this 
analysis has been applied to the p sample where 87 ad- 
ditional events are found. The strategy for separating 
\V+jets from top production is then to search for a low 
PT LI from the b quarks. There is no minimum P, re- 

Figure 3: The w transverse mass distributions far 
the e + > 2jets data (points), IV +2jets Monte 
Carlo (solid) and ti production with ml ~70 GeV 
(dashed)[4]. 
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Figure 4: The invariant mass (in GeV) of the two 
jets in W+> 2 jets events as measured by CDF (data 
points) and as calculated (dashes) by the PAPAGENO 
Monte Carlo [XX]. The dot-dashed histogram repre- 
sents the expected signal for a 90 GeV top, using the 
production cross section of Figure 1. 
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Figure 5: The AR between the low energy p and the 
closest of the two jets, for (a) the CDF data (pre- 
liminary), and (b) a top Monte Carlo with mt ~80 
GeV[l3]. 

quirement for the /1> i.e., it is sufficient that it reaches 
the mwn detector (i+ > 1.6 GeV/c); a loose 4 match 
between the track measured in the central tracking 
chamber and the n chambers is required. Preliminary 
results of this analysis have been reported previously 
U31. 

A total of 13 low 9 p candidates are found in the 
104+87 event sample. Figure 5s shows the distance 
AR=v’A.$? + A$ between the /1 candidate and the 
direction of the closest of the two highest energy jets 
in the event. The p’s are all very close to a jet indi- 
cating that they are very likely to be punch-through 
or decay in flight from pions. A comparison with the 
expected distribution (Figure 5b) for real decays of b 
from top, confirms this assessment. The number of 
events expected for m,= 60 GeV is 2.3. Requiring a 
minimum separation AR > 0.5, there are no events 
left. This allows to compute an upper limit on the ab- 
served top cross section, Once the uncertainties on the 
acceptance, efficiency of detection, p spectrum, b -p 
branching ratio and luminosity are combined with the 
95% C.L. limit from Poisson statistics. A limit on the 
top mess is then obtained by comparing this measured 
upper hmrt to the lower bound of the theoretical cross 
section of Figure 1 (see Sec. 6). 

5 Searches in the di-lepton channels 

The CDF analysis of the ~JI channel has already 
been published [14], it gave mt > 72 Gel/ with 95% 
C.L. The signature for second 11’ (real or virtual) is 
provided here by the IV decay into a p or e. To remove 
bottom background the following cuts are applied: a. 
Ek > 15 GeV in the JqJ < 1.0 region, b. P$ > 15 
Geb-/c in the in] < 1.2 region. Figure 6 shows the E; 
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Figure 6: Electron transverse energy vs muon trnns- 
verse momentum for the CDF en events 1141. 

vs P.f scatter plot for the ep sample. There is one top 
candidate in the signal region. The calculated back- 
ground contributions are as follows: one event from 
Z” - r? and 0.2 events from Z” - 66. The ex- 
pected number of events for WW production is 0.15 
and for WZ is 0.05. For leptons of such high momenta 
(ET(~) > 30 GeV and P&u) > 40 GeV/c) the probal- 
ity of Ze - rt is < 1%. The one observed event is 
thus consistent with background. 

In order to increase statistics the ee and P,U chsn- 
nels have been added to the analysis. Preliminary 
results have been presented (131. For the channels 
with two leptons of the same flavor Drell-Ysn prc+ 
duetion contributes considerably to the background. 
To eliminate 2 production additional requirements are 
imposed: 8. events with M(U) between 75 and 115 
GeV are removed, b. missing ET > 20 GeV and c. 
azimuthal separation of the leptons is in the interval 
20’ < A4 < lGOO. This last requirement, in addi- 
tion to removing Drell-Yan and low fi Z’s, rejects 
fske muons in which both p candidates belong to the 
same jet. Figure 7 .~IKNS the A4 vs missing ET ior 
the ee candidates after the msss cut requirement has 
been met. It shows no top candidates in the signal 
region. There are no top candidates in the r+ channel 
either, leaving just the one candidate in the ep chan- 
nel. Convoluting the Poisson probability for observing 
the one event with all the other uncertainties (which 
are gaussian distributed) on the cross section deterrni- 
nation, the curve of Figure 8 is obtained as a function 
of the top mass. The upper limit is set by tfie top rnsss 
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Figure 7: Angle between the two electrons, A$ vs 
missing ET for the di-electron sample. 

at which the measured upper limit crceses the lowest 
calculated value of the cross section. The di-lepton 
channel sets a limit mt > 84 GeV. 

6 Summary and Conclusions 

Combining the results from the di-lepton channels 
and the P+ jets + low PT muon channels the lowest 
curve shown in Figure 8 is obtained. Assuming that 
top decays exclusively via the charged current mode 
(t -+ t4’b) the preliminary CDF result [13] thus is: 

m, > 89 GeV with 95% C.L. 
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